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**Re: Upstairs neighbor in condo 'harassing' me**

Get a sound wave generator that can pulse sound waves at between 2 to 7 hertz (extremely low frequency sound, below range of human hearing (which is at 20 hertz). Turn the sound wave generator up at night sod aim it upstairs through the ceiling (actually mount it on the ceiling and direct the sound beam upwards). The guy will begin hallucinating and seeing 'ghosts' and sensing the presence of spirit beings and otherwise be haunted. He'll go mad and vacate within 3 months.

[link to www.lowertheboom.org](http://www.lowertheboom.org)

'Acoustic Trauma: Bioeffects of Sound':

[link to www.youtube.com](http://www.youtube.com)

crank this baby (looped) up on woofer and direct upwards at neighbor... and play from about 9pm until 4 am. Repeat until problem solved.

10 hertz is good, too: [link to www.youtube.com](http://www.youtube.com)

Here's another 7 hertz you can loop...

[link to www.youtube.com](http://www.youtube.com)

be sure you direct it up at his bedroom from 9pm until (critically) 4am. Between 3 and 4 am is the witching hour at which point you may wish to also include disharmonics:

[link to www.youtube.com](http://www.youtube.com)
Here's 8 hours of tinnitus you can beam:

[link to www.youtube.com](www.youtube.com)

Good luck -- you hit the right volume/frequency and you can drive him INSANE.
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**Re: Upstairs neighbor in condo 'harassing' me**

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 1025583**

There are some black people and Mexicans on this building,

Quoting: **Anonymous Coward 927572**

Move. Now.
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**Re: Upstairs neighbor in condo 'harassing' me**

It sounds like the usenet group "alt.revenge" is for you!